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search. ABSTRACT
Understanding each other is the key to success in collaboration. For humans, attributing mental states
to others, the theory of mind, provides the crucial advantage. We argue for formulating human–AI
interaction as a multi-agent problem, endowing AI with a computational theory of mind to understand
and anticipate the user. To differentiate the approach from previous work, we introduce a categorisation
of user modelling approaches based on the level of agency learnt in the interaction. We describe our
recent work in using nested multi-agent modelling to formulate user models for multi-armed bandit
based interactive AI systems, including a proof-of-concept user study.
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INTRODUCTION
Artificial agents, constructed using deep learning and probabilistic modelling, have achieved human-
level or super-human performance in specific well-defined domains, such as competitive games and
character recognition and generation [12]. Yet, they lack in abilities that are important in human
social contexts, often involving ambiguous, context-dependent information and communication. This
cripples human–AI collaboration.
Humans interact with intelligent systems every day for tasks that are growing in complexity.
However, currently the AI does not understand humans and humans do not understand the AI. We
argue that these two problems have the same solution and that the solution is the key to efficient
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human–AI collaboration: both need to form a model of the other. In human–human interaction, this
is facilitated by a cognitive ability called the theory of mind. By understanding and being able to
anticipate the other, one can make oneself understandable, take actions that make sense to the other,
and complement their skills in collaborative tasks.
Recent developments in cognitive science indicate that human decision-making can be posed
as boundedly rational reinforcement learning (RL). To endow interactive AI with a theory of mind
of the user, we propose to look into computational models of theory of mind, and, in particular,
multi-agent modelling. This enables progressing from passive views of users to acknowledging users
as active agents exhibiting strategic behaviour. In the following, we will motivate the solution from
human–human collaboration, differentiate it from previous work in user modelling, discuss the state
of the art in computational multi-agent modelling, and describe a proof-of-concept user study. Theory
of mind has recently also been recognised as the next grand challenge in cooperative multi-agent
reinforcement learning [3]. We argue for its place in user modelling in human–computer interaction.
FROM THEORY OF MIND TO AI’S WITH THEORY OF MIND
How is it that people from diverse backgrounds with different beliefs, mental capabilities, skills, and
knowledge can come together and collaborate so effectively? Why are humans so good at working
together? For cognitive scientists, these are important questions, and the answers involve the theory of
mind (ToM). ToM is the human ability to attribute beliefs, desires, capabilities, goals, and mental states
to others [16]. This allows humans to reason about others’ thoughts and behaviours, and anticipate
them. Studies have shown that the ToM capabilities of a team’s members are a strong predictor of
the team performance [6, 20]. Let it be collaborative or competitive, being able to understand others
gives humans a big advantage in interacting with each other.
For intelligent systems, learning from human behaviour poses challenges. Inverse reinforcement
learning (IRL) aims to infer the reward function of an expert from the data of its behaviour [19].
The main assumption is that, once the reward function (or the preferences) of the demonstrator is
known, its behaviour can be imitated. However, the learning problem behind IRL is ill-posed unless
the planning algorithm of the demonstrator is taken into account, and hence reward function alone is
not enough to reason about human behaviour in complex environments. Furthermore, single-agent
methods are not a good fit to model the interactive nature of collaboration.
In multi-agent problems, agents which try to reason about each other have been explored by game
theorists since 1960s [10]. Recently, multi-agent RL has started focusing on modelling others as well,
with different approaches such as taking opponent’s learning into account[8], learning representations
of different agent behaviours[18], and modelling the decision processes of others in interaction[9].
ToM has a high impact in human-human and agent-agent interaction. It helps us understand why
humans are so good at collaboration, and also develop multi-agent systems with better properties.
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However, we believe the results of ToM from human-human and agent-agent interaction also carry
to human-AI interaction. They offer us ways to design intelligent systems that can collaborate with
humans better.
LEVELS OF AGENCY IN AI’S USER MODELS
User modelling is used to personalise user experiences and improve usability and performance of
collaborative human–computer systems [7]. To facilitate efficient interaction, the computer makes
assumptions and possibly learns about the goals, intentions, beliefs, behaviour, or other attributes
of the user. Recently, user models have incorporated statistical and machine learning methods to
automatically interpret and generalise (across users and tasks) the data collected in the interaction.
To differentiate theory-of-mind-based user modelling from previous work, we introduce a categori-
sation of user modelling approaches to four levels based their assumptions about the behaviour of
the user during interaction. In particular, we consider how adaptive the user is assumed to be with
regard to the system, with higher levels implying more complex learning problem of the user model
during the interaction (Figure 1):
(L1) fixed, prescriptive behaviour,
(L2) passive, reactive user behaviour,
(L3) actively planning user using a passive, stationary system,
(L4) actively planning user using an adaptive, non-stationary system.
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Figure 1: AI’s assumption of the user.
Schematic of the four-level categorisation
of user modelling approaches. (L1) Pre-
scriptive and fixed model of the user. (L2)
Passive user profile that is learned from in-
teraction data. (L3) User as an active agent.
(L4) User as an active agent who has a
model of the systemor artificial agent that
adapts based on the user’s actions.
Level 1 prescribes a model for the user. This can include advanced and complex user models, for
example, based on cognitive architectures or principles of computational rationality. In particular,
fully specified, pre-trained reinforcement learning models (based on fixed, known reward function)
fall into this category. Yet, L1 user models do not adapt or learn based on the interaction data and
have limited means of accounting for individual variability. Level 2 models, on the other hand, learn a
profile (e.g., interests, preferences, goals, type) of the user from or during the interaction, but do not
otherwise model strategic behaviour. These models include collaborative filtering and multi-armed
bandits, which have been highly successful in recommendation systems.
Level 3 models acknowledge the user as an active agent who plans or at least acts based on a
static or stationary model of the environment. This level includes inverse reinforcement learning and
theory of mind models, such as the Bayesian theory of mind [2] and machine theory of mind [18],
that learn about and predict the agent’s behaviour by observing its actions. For example, Daee et
al. [5] modelled the user as an active agent who updates her knowledge while interacting with a
knowledge elicitation system. By inverting the knowledge update, the user model enables the system
to extract the user’s tacit knowledge. Level 4 further acknowledges that the user will form a model of
the interactive system which they are using. In particular, L4 differs from L3 when the system is also
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adaptive and learns about the environment and the user based on observation during the interaction.
The system’s user model then contains a model of the system, including the adaptive behaviour, based
on which the user plans. This leads to nested or recursive computational multi-agent modelling.
a(t)
System
Model
 i(t+1)∼
a(t) i(t)
i(t)
Passive User Model
Active User Model
Figure 2: In the passive user model (top),
the feedback at time t , a(t), depends only
on the item at the time, i(t). In the ac-
tive user model (bottom), the user antici-
pates the system’s next item choice i˜(t + 1)
based on her model of the system, and
chooses her actiona(t) towards favourable
outcomes. From the system’s perspective,
i˜(t + 1) depends on a(t) and i(t) .
Which level is appropriate for an interactive system depends on the application. While most existing
work in user modelling fall into levels 1 and 2, we believe that levels 3 and 4 will be important in
the next generation of human–AI collaboration systems. We discuss below computational modelling
approaches for implementing theory-of-mind-based user models.
COMPUTATIONAL THEORY OF MIND MODELS
In multi-agent literature, ToM-based models aim to capture the strategic behaviour and the underlying
beliefs of others for choosing optimal actions [11]. They fall into the recursive reasoning category
of opponent modelling [1, 9, 14, 17]. Agents are modelled in increasing levels of complexity, with
higher-level agents having greater capacity to accommodate the actions of other agents in their
planning. One of the earliest examples of such theory-of-mind methods is the cognitive hierarchy
theory [4]. More recently, the interactive partially observable Markov decision processes (I-POMDPs)
provide a decision-theoretic framework for recursive agents that act independently, and only assumes
partial observability about the environment and the other agents [9]. An I-POMDP agent uses its
beliefs about its opponent’s model to anticipate the opponent’s actions. The computational complexity
of such agents is a large challenge. Recent probabilistic ToM models can be seen as specializations or
extensions of this framework [2, 15]. A complementary line of ToM modelling in deep learning uses
meta-learning to be able to anticipate actions of individual agents from sequences of observations
[18].
In a recent work, we developed a nested multi-agent user model for multi-armed bandit based
interactive systems [15]. In a simple exploratory search setting, the interaction rounds consist of the
system suggesting an item i(t) to the user and the user providing feedback a(t). The system tries to
help the user by aiming to maximize the cumulative reward of the item choices,
∑T
t=1 πi(t ), where πi(t )
is the reward for item i(t). A passive user model would try to learn the user’s preference profile,
corresponding to πi for all i , from the interaction. Yet, if a user is able to anticipate the system’s
suggestions, they can actively plan their feedbacks to steer the system towards relevant items. The
active user model is based on modelling the user as planning in a Markov decision process that
nests a model of the system’s bandit. The look-ahead behaviour is inspired by the problem-space
theory for human problem solving [13]. Figure 2 illustrates the differences between the user models.
PROOF-OF-CONCEPT USER STUDY
Consider a simple version of the TwentyQuestions game where the human player selects a target word
and the AI player needs to guess the word by asking sequential questions about relevance of different
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words to the unknown target. The human player is instructed to help the AI to find the target word,
as fast as possible, by sequentially providing yes/no answers to AI’s questions. The problem, from the
AI point of view, is a multi-armed bandit where the word with the maximum relevance (among a fixed
set of words) needs to be found with minimum number of interactions. We implemented two different
user models for this task, a passive user model that assumes the user’s answers originate from a
stationary relevance profile, and an active user model that assumes that the user has a model of
the AI she is interacting with.
We conducted a user study on 10 participants interacting with both AIs for 20 different target words.
Figure 3 depicts the performance of participants in the different conditions (individual performances
are shown by shaded lines and averages over participants by solid lines). Participants achieved
noticeably higher performance while interacting with the active user model (red) compared to the
passive user model (blue). This difference was at a significant level after 12 questions (see [15] for
details). The performance of a random question system is shown as a baseline.
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Figure 3: Average cumulative reward
curves for different conditions of the user
study. Shaded lines show the average per-
formance of individuals (over 20 target
words) and solid lines show the average
over the participants. The task perfor-
mance consistently improved when inter-
acting with the AI that had an active user
model of the participants.
IMPLICATIONS FOR HUMAN–COMPUTER INTERACTION
If better collaboration comes from understanding your collaborators better, and if understanding them
comes from ToM capabilities, how can we endow an intelligent system with these capabilities? We
believe this calls for a major paradigm shift. Current modes of human–AI interaction treat the users
as sources of data, and assume users treat the system as a tool. If we are to understand users better,
we need to formulate human–AI interaction as a multi-agent problem. This opens up the possibilities
for richer interactions and also ways to incorporate ToM-based methods for modelling the user.
Conversely, the role of understandability and predictability of the system for the user becomes
even more emphasised, as now not only the user experience, but also the statistical models underlying
the system will depend on it. This calls for collaboration between researchers in human–computer
interaction, cognitive science, explainable AI, and machine learning, in order to develop human-
understandable intelligent learning systems for interactive use and to accommodate the relevant
human factors in user models tailored for varying applications.
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